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Phoenix Burn
Alpha Rev

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
                             Phoenix Burn - Alpha Rev
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Tabbed by: Blazer
Email: jblazer28@gmail.com

Tuning: Standard

Chords used during song
    Fm    Bbsus  Cm
e|--3-----3------2---------------------------------------------------------|
B|--3-----3------2---------------------------------------------------------|
G|--0-----2------2---------------------------------------------------------|
D|--2-----0------4---------------------------------------------------------|
A|--2-----0------4---------------------------------------------------------|
E|--0-----2-----(2)--------------------------------------------------------|

Intro- These chords keep that D sound going 
that you hear on the piano, you can use these 
or regular chords, your call. These are the 
ones I use though. Once the song kinda picks up
you can switch to normal chords if you prefer, 
except on the F7 because a normal F7 doesn t sound right.
     Eb    G#    F7       G#
e|----------------------------|
B|---3----3----3--------3-----|
G|---2----2----2--------2-----|
D|---0----0----0--------0-----|
A|---0----x----2--------x-----|
E|--------3-------------3-----|

Note: Don t get butthurt about the names 
of the chords I m not sure what they 
should be called exactly. Just roll with it.

Eb
I need love that will release me
G#
keep me honest, keep me happy
F7
I need a peace with understanding
G#
Trying to find a softer landin

Eb



I wanna know when I can change this
G#
Or give it up and just embrace it
Fm               Bbsus               Bb
I need to find a way of letting it go
     Bb                  G#
When everything falls apart

Note: During this next part (I ve taken - find a way) 
only strum your bottom 4 strings. It sounds too bright 
with the 3rd fret on your B and e strings

G#
I ve taken too much, given up
Bbsus
I am twisted, burnin, breaking up
G#                Bbsus               Bb
I need to find a way of letting it go
     Bb                   G#
When everything falls apart
         F7          Bb
I could try, but I d never take it
Bbsus                     G# 
Yell and I will never be heard
         F7          Bb      G#
You will be my phoenix burn
         F7          Bb
I could run, but I d never reach it
Bbsus                    G#
Leave but I might never return
         F7           Bb     G#
You will be my phoenix burn

Eb
I wanna push through the undiscovered
G#
Find my answers, leave them uncovered
F7
I wanna speak out what I believe in
G#
That love will heal us, give us our freedom
Eb
I wanna see what s on the horizon
G#
Change directions, stop the fightin
Fm               Bbsus               Bb
I need to find a way of letting it go
     Bb                   G#
When everything falls apart

G#                 



I ve taken too much, given up
Bbsus
I am twisted, burnin, breaking up
G#                Bbsus              Bb
I need to find a way of letting it go
     Bb                G#
When everything falls apart

         F7          Bb
I could try, but I d never take it
Bbsus                     G# 
Yell and I will never be heard
         F7          Bb      G#
You will be my phoenix burn
         F7          Bb
I could run, but I d never reach it
Bbsus                    G#
Leave but I might never return
         F7           Bb     G#
You will be my phoenix burn

Instrumental- This part is mostly piano 
and it is kinda hard to tell exactly what 
is going on but I think these are the chords. 
But it was really hard to tell so use at your own risk.

G# Bbsus Cm Bb Fm G# Bbsus Cm G# Bbsus G# Bb 

      Eb   Cm
Let me burn
      Eb   Cm
Let me burn
      Eb   Cm
Let me burn
      Eb   Cm
Let me burn

G#
Yeah, I ve taken too much, given up
Bbsus
I am twisted, burnin, breaking up
G#                Bbsus              Bb
I need to find a way of letting it go
     Bb                G#
When everything falls apart

         F7          Bb
I could try, but I d never take it
Bbsus                     G# 
Yell and I will never be heard
         F7          Bb      G#



You will be my phoenix burn
         F7          Bb
I could run, but I d never reach it
Bbsus                    G#
Leave but I might never return
         F7           Bb     G#
You will be my phoenix burn
         F7           Bb     G#
You will be my phoenix burn
         F7           Bb     
You will be my phoenix burn

This is a great song and probably 
a mediocre tab- it s my first! 
If you have any suggestions or 
corrections please let me know! Goodbye. 


